Introducing

TOPO Crossover Basecamp

A New Twist on Tents

• Targeting adventure tent customers looking to move to the next level of tenting
• Attractively priced - thousands less than traditional folding trailers
• Compact design - weighs only 500 lbs.
• 100% Aluminum chassis & lightweight TPO body
• Top folds open to create 2 off-ground full size beds - Sleeps 4 people
• Rear door opens to a kitchenette with camp sink
• Tent designed to set-up in minutes
• Tent includes zippered door & windows with screens, collapsible tent poles & ground cover to match the tent
• Aluminum roof rack designed to accept all Thule accessories
• Built by Thor Industries & Dutchmen Manufacturing, Inc. - North Americas #1 RV manufacturer
• Designed in partnership with Cascade Designs & Thule to create the most advanced tent trailer

Take a big adventure... leave a smaller footprint
A Complete Camping & Gear Hauling Trailer

Stow & Go
- Light enough to be towed by most cars, but large enough for the whole family
- “All in one outfitting” - sleep, kitchen and gear hauling
- Therm-a-Rest® designed tent sets up and breaks down in minutes
- Compact, lightweight design enhances ease of storage

Sleep & Shelter
- Therm-a-Rest® designed tent provides maximum livability and protection
- Off-the-ground sleeping for four in two private sleeping compartments with custom mattresses
- Screen-backed windows provide ventilation, protection and privacy

Gear
- Heavy-duty roof rack supports limitless gear needs
- Compatible with famous-maker rack systems and gear storage accessories

Cook & Comfort
- Swing out rear door reveals kitchenette
  - Sink basin with manual water pump faucet
  - Sofa for three, flip-up versatile design offers comfortable seating
  - Protected off-the-ground sleeping for four

Eco-Friendly
- At only 500 lbs., can be towed by most automobiles
- Aerodynamic design reduces drag to improve fuel efficiency
- 100% recyclable

Quality & Durability
- Lightweight aluminum frame with independent torsion suspension
- The lightweight vacuum-formed TPO shell provides structural integrity, impact-resistance and an attractive glossy finish
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